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Abstract: There has been great interest in the silicon platform as a material
system for integrated photonics. A key challenge is the development of a
low-power, low drive voltage, broadband modulator. Drive voltages at or
below 1 Vpp are desirable for compatibility with CMOS processes. Here we
demonstrate a CMOS-compatible broadband traveling-wave modulator
based on a reverse-biased pn junction. We demonstrate operation with a
drive voltage of 0.63 Vpp at 20 Gb/s, a significant improvement in the state
of the art, with an RF energy consumption of only 200 fJ/bit.
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1. Introduction
Achieving efficient modulation in the silicon material system has always been one of the key
challenges of silicon photonics [1]. Since the first multi-Gb/s silicon modulator was
demonstrated by Liu et al in 2004 [2], several approaches have been pursued. Reverse-bias pn
Mach-Zehnder modulators exhibit the highest bandwidths, with 3 dB bandwidths of 30 GHz
demonstrated, and 50 Gb/s speeds achieved [3–5], but relatively poor modulation figures of
merit, with the lowest VπL shown 1.1 V-cm [6]. PIN injection modulators achieve lower VπL
figures of merit, such as 0.035 V-cm, which enables dramatically shorter devices, but have
bandwidth limitations; 10 Gb/s operation is possible, but only through techniques such as preemphasis. Energy consumption in the PIN modulator also remains high. The lowest energy
per bit reported is 5 pJ/bit [7].
One approach taken to lowering the required drive voltage and power consumption has
been to use ring resonator geometries [8]. Recently, Li et al demonstrated a 25 Gb/s ring
modulator with energy consumption only 7 fJ/bit [9]. One issue with optical resonators,
however, is their temperature sensitivity [10]; a shift in 20° C can give a resonance change of
around 1 nm. In a realistic system, with a silicon photonics component in close proximity to a
CPU or memory chip, such temperature shifts are anticipated. The aforementioned ring
modulator would require 5 mW of tuning power in order to counteract this level of drift,
which would amount to an extra 200 fJ/bit at 25 Gb/s. In situations where the temperature of
the silicon can change substantially, the realizable energy per bit consumption for resonatorbased modulators will be much higher than the theoretical limits, due to the cost of thermal
tuning. Typical modulator driver circuitry for ring modulators will consume additional power;
recently 135 fJ/bit power consumption was reported [11]. In eventual systems, it is thus likely
that net power consumption for ring modulator based transmitters will be at least 100-300
fJ/bit.
Though they have higher power consumption and drive voltage as compared to ring
modulators, Mach-Zehnders remain interesting for several reasons. Most importantly, a
balanced Mach-Zehnder is relatively temperature insensitive, and so no additional power
would needed to be expended to compensate for temperature drift. Another advantage is the
lack of sensitivity of the Mach-Zehnder to the particular optical input wavelength. Ring
modulators require a locking between the resonance peak and the laser wavelength of perhaps
10 pm or better [9], but a Mach-Zehnder can easily operate across 10 nm of spectrum or more.
It is worth noting that one of the first silicon photonics products, a 40 Gb/s data-link, utilized
Mach-Zehnders, not ring modulators [12,13].
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It is desirable to achieve modulation in a Mach-Zehnder with Vpp values below 1 V, as
this is then directly compatible with the typical transistor voltages found in modern CMOS
processes [14]. There has been recent progress in lowering the drive voltage in traveling-wave
Mach-Zehnder modulators, with on-chip voltages of 2.4 Vpp achieved at speeds up to 30 Gb/s
[15]. A lower drive voltage of 1 Vpp was also achieved at 12.5 Gb/s [16]. Here we show that
the drive voltage can be lowered at higher speeds as well. We extend the length of a travelingwave device [17–19] to 5 mm while maintaining high bandwidth through careful RF design.
We demonstrate operation at 0.63 Vpp at 20 Gb/s, which implies an energy consumption of
200 fJ/bit. A drive voltage of 1 Vpp can also be utilized in order to minimize device insertion
losses.
2. Device geometry and fabrication
Fabrication occurred at the Institute of Microelectronics (IME)/A*STAR [20,21]. The starting
material was an 8” Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafer from SOITEC, with a Boron-doped top
silicon layer of around 10 ohm-cm resistivity and 220 nm thickness, a 2 µm bottom oxide
thickness, and a 750 ohm-cm handle silicon wafer, needed for RF performance [22]. Rib
waveguides used for modulation were formed using an anisotropic dry etch. In all cases 248
nm photolithography was utilized. A lateral pn junction was defined in the center of the rib
with p and n implants on the exposed silicon, prior to any oxide fill. Additional p + + and n +
+ implants were utilized for ohmic contact formation, followed by a rapid thermal anneal at
1030 °C for 5 s for Si dopant activation, and then by the formation of contact vias and two
levels of aluminum. Chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) was not utilized. The
schematic cross-section of the final device is shown in Fig. 1. Additional etch steps, not
shown here, were used to define grating couplers [23], used to couple to a fiber mode, and
channel waveguides, used for routing. Over 40 dies were simultaneously fabricated. The data
presented here is from a die at the center of the wafer.

Fig. 1. Device structure and fabrication. (a) Optical micrograph of the traveling-wave device,
with the inset showing the detailed junction geometry. Note that termination is achieved with a
GSSGSSG configuration, providing a 25 Ω termination on each arm. The inset at highest
magnification is a rendering of the layout file used in fabrication. (b) A cross-section of the
fabricated device is shown, with the two metal layers indicated, as well as the rib waveguide
structure and the lateral pn junction. The current for the RF mode propagates largely in the
thicker top metal layer due to striations in the pn junction and lower metal layer, lowering
ohmic losses.

A coplanar metal strip geometry was utilized, along with the lateral pn junction, to
construct a traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator. Striations were used in the pn junction
region to ensure that current flowed in the metal strips, as opposed to the junction itself, as
detailed in Fig. 1(a). The two arms have two independent transmission lines, which enable
differential drive of the device. The device operated in reverse-bias, with the voltagedependent shift in depletion region causing an induced effective index shift in the waveguide.
We chose implant doses to provide a peak dopant concentration of 5x1017 cm−3 for the n
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region, and 7x1017 cm−3 for the p region. Higher concentrations can achieve lower VπL
values, but at the expense of increased excess loss [24].
3. Device characterization
The 5 mm traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder was first characterized at DC, by measuring the
transmission spectrum as a function of wavelength for varying reverse-bias voltages. The
phase shift in each arm as a function of voltage could be computed from the observed shift in
fringes, shown in Fig. 2. The degradation of VπL at higher voltages is as expected due to the
nonlinearity of the junction. The insertion loss for the Mach-Zehnder is 8.7 ± 0.7 dB,
corresponding to an approximate excess loss from the implants of 10 dB/cm. This is higher
than the value we predicted of 6.7 dB/cm. Losses from the y-junctions were approximately 2.6
dB, with the rest of the loss due to the waveguide itself. Current flows around 1 µA or lower
were seen for reverse biases up to 5 V. For forward bias, current flows remained below 10 µA
for forward biases up to 0.5 V. This is as expected, due to the built-in voltage of the junction,
and suggests that high-bandwidth operation can still be expected for small forward-biases.
Note that for both the top and bottom arms seen in Fig. 1, the n-type material is directly
connected to the S lines; therefore, positive voltage would result in a reverse-bias. The MachZehnder was intentionally unbalanced by a waveguide length of 100 µm, to enable biasing of
the modulator by tuning the input wavelength. This accounts for the fringes seen in the
spectrum in Fig. 2. Finally, C-V measurements were taken, with the capacitance due to the
metal strips normalized out with control structures, as shown in Fig. 2. The capacitance due to
the pn junction was found to be relatively frequency insensitive up to around 200 MHz, which
was the limit of our measurement technique.

Fig. 2. Device dc characterization. (a) Typical device transmission spectrum is shown for
varying applied voltages. Only one arm has a bias applied in these curves. (b) Phase shift as a
function of voltage for the top and bottom arm of a typical device is shown, determined by
tracking the shift in fringe locations as bias voltage was altered. Note the y axis is in radians,
not multiples of π radians. (c) The small-signal VπL value, which can be directly calculated
from the relative phase shift, is shown as a function of voltage for both arms. (d) C-V curves on
both arms of a device. These measurements are normalized against metal-only control
structures, and should thus reflect only the pn junction capacitance in addition to a slight
contribution from fringing fields in the rib waveguide.

The RF properties of the traveling-wave device are determined by a combination of the
inductive path, which is through the metal traces, and the net capacitance of the metal traces
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as well as the pn junction. To fully understand the RF characteristics of the device, a metal
control structure consisting of just the coplanar metal strips was characterized. We report the
following values at 10 GHz, as it is the most relevant frequency, being at the bandwidth
limitation. An impedance of 61-5i Ω at 10 GHz was determined based on the observed S21
and S11 values, with RF losses of 3.8 dB/cm. This suggests an inductance of 457 nH/m at 10
GHz, with series resistances of 4.9 kΩ/m and capacitances of 0.12 nF/m. Another significant
quantity for RF performance is the sheet resistance of the partially etched silicon. This was
measured to be 10 kohm/☐ for the partially etched p-type silicon, and 7 kohm/☐ for the
partially etched n-type silicon. The clearance between the edge of the rib waveguide, as seen
in Fig. 1, and the p + + and n + + regions was 0.95 µm. This corresponds to a resistance of
1.6 Ω-cm, which becomes a sharp limitation at higher RF frequencies. Future devices could
enjoy higher RF bandwidths by using an intermediate doping step to lower this resistance.
By combining the inductance and series resistance from the metal control structure, with
the capacitance from the control structure and the junction capacitance, one can calculate the
RF parameters of the full traveling-wave modulator. The net line impedance at 10 GHz was
37-1i Ω [22], with RF losses of 10.8 dB/cm. There will be minimal changes in impedance
within the 1-10 GHz range. The RF effective index is also 3.75, close to the optical group
index 3.86 for the rib waveguide. These values were consistent with the estimated RF
parameters from observing the S11 and S21 values of the complete traveling-wave device.
The primary bandwidth limitation for electrooptic modulation is the RF loss. It can readily be
shown that the 3 dB point in an electrooptic S21 will be reached when there is around 6 dB of
RF loss at the end of the transmission line, which is consistent with the value we observed.
Velocity mismatch is not a major limitation. Both 50 Ω and 25 Ω lines can drive or terminate
a 37-1i Ω line with tolerable return losses. An integrated modulator driver should also be able
to drive the line directly.

Fig. 3. Device RF characterization. (a) Electrooptic (EO) S21 parameters of both arms of the
traveling-wave 5 mm device. 3 dB bandwidths are seen at 10 GHz. (b) Device S11 seen on
both arms. The value is approximately consistent with the impedance of 37-1i Ω calculated
from the control structures at 10 GHz. (c) An eye pattern at 20 Gb/s is shown. A 0.63 Vpp
differential drive is used, centered at 0 V, with 5 dB excess loss for a “1” bit and a 3.7 dB
extinction ratio achieved. (d) An eye pattern at 20 Gb/s with 1 Vpp differential drive; an excess
loss of 1.6 dB is achieved with 4.2 dB of extinction.
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RF performance of the traveling-wave device was characterized by an electrooptic S21
parameter, shown in Fig. 3. A 3 dB bandwidth of 10 GHz is seen for both arms. A small
amount of ripple in the spectrum is seen. This is likely due to the impedance mismatch from
the line to the terminator, as well as possible cross-talk between the arms; a GS line will have
a larger fringing RF field then a GSG line, and so the latter will likely be preferred in future
generations of devices. A pseudo-random bit sequence (PSRBS31) was driven through the
device to determine digital modulation performance. Using an input voltage of 0.63 Vpp at 50
Ω for differential drive on both arms, 3.7 dB of extinction was obtained. Note that the
modulator is biased past quadrature in this case, causing a “1” bit to have excess loss of 5 dB.
It is also possible to bias the modulator for lower loss; with a 1 Vpp signal, 4.2 dB extinction
was achieved with 1.6 dB excess loss (Fig. 3(c)). In all cases, no DC bias was utilized; that is,
the signals were centered at 0 V. However, minimal changes in the eye pattern were seen
when a DC offset was added to keep the drive voltages strictly positive. This is due to the
relative linearity of the pn junction response, as seen in Fig. 2, for bias voltages near 0 V. The
wavelength used for the eye patterns was approximately 1555 nm, with a small level of tuning
used to bias the modulator at the desired operating regime.
The RF power utilized under our experimental conditions to drive the 5 mm device can be
readily computed. At an impedance of 50 Ω, an ideal 0.63 Vpp NRZ signal centered on 0 V
carries 2 mW of power. Two such arms in parallel are required to drive the device, which in
turn implies energy consumption of 20 Gb/s of 200 fJ/bit. We note that the loss due to
modulator biasing, eye-pattern extinction ratio, and drive voltage can be traded off, one
against the other. For example, if more extinction were desired for the 1 Vpp driven device,
the modulator could be biased with the “1” bit near quadrature, resulting in an increased
extinction ratio, though excess optical loss.
We briefly comment on the temperature sensitivity of our device. For an ideal, balanced,
Mach-Zehnder modulator, there should be no temperature sensitivity at all, because the index
shift induced in each arm is exactly symmetric, and so there is no relative phase change. As
previously mentioned, an unbalanced device was employed here in order to facilitate testing.
For a device with 100 µm of imbalance, it can readily be shown that the induced relative
phase shift will be 0.06 rad/°C [10]. On the other hand, around 1 radian of net relative phase
shift occurs in the course of driving an eye pattern, as can be seen from Fig. 2. We can expect
significant device performance changes when the induced relative phase shift is on the order
of 25% of this value. Thus the device operating window should be around 8.3 °C. By contrast,
if a ring modulator requires the driving laser wavelength to remain within a 10 pm window,
only a 0.2 °C operating window will be available, for the previously described ring modulator
with 0.05 nm/°C of resonance shift. Even in this unoptimized version, the Mach-Zehnder
modulator should exhibit superior performance by over an order of magnitude in this key
metric.
4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated 20 Gb/s modulation with drive voltages as low as 0.63 Vpp,
corresponding to a low RF power consumption of 200 fJ/bit. Our results suggest that it is
possible to build silicon-based modulators that are directly compatible with CMOS transistor
voltages in even the most modern processes. One remaining challenge is lowering the
insertion loss; the net loss seen for a “1” bit shown here for the 0.63 Vpp modulation, 13.7 dB
on-chip loss, is still superior to other values shown in the literature for high-speed modulation
[4]. However, it may be too high for some applications. Lowering the excess loss due to the
implants, which is larger in our device than the theoretically predicted value, will be key in
lowering the level of optical loss, as will optimizing passive devices such as the y-junctions.
Traditionally, Mach-Zehnders have been considered attractive for modulation, as
compared to ring modulators, due to their temperature insensitivity and broad wavelength
operating range. However, the large power consumption has usually made them less viable for
low energy-per-bit applications. The 200 fJ/bit power consumption that we show here,
however, should prompt a reexamination of this assumption. As we relate earlier in our paper,
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when the supporting circuitry for ring modulators required for both tuning and driving the
modulator is considered, it is inevitable that energy consumptions on the order of 200 fJ/bit or
higher will be required. As a result, a traveling-wave modulator such as the one demonstrated
here might prove attractive for future communications applications.
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